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personality were wholly dissolved in the feeling of the
moment.    Now, since in actual life situations constantly
and   successively   alternate,  in   which  the feeling-tones
released are not only different but are actually mutually
contrasting, the personality inevitably becomes dissipated
in  just so many different feelings.    Apparently, he is
this one   moment, and  something   completely  different
the next—apparently,  I  repeat,  for   in   reality such  a
manifold personality is altogether impossible,    The basis
of the ego  always   remains   identical with   itself, and,
therefore, appears definitely .opposed   to   the  changing
states of feeling.    Accordingly the observer senses the
display of feeling not so much as a personal expression
ot the feeling-subject as an alteration of his ego, a mood,
in other words,    Corresponding with  the degree of dis-
sociation between the ego and the momentary state of
feeling, signs of disunion with the self will become more
or less evident, i.e. the original  compensatory attitude
of the unconscious becomes a manifest opposition.   This
reveals itself, in the first instance, in extravagant demon-
* strations of feeling, in loud and obtrusive feeling predicates,
which leave one, however, somewhat incredulous.   They
ring hollow ; they are not convincing.   On the contrary,
they at once give one an inkling of a resistance that is
being overcompensated, and one begins to wonder whether
such a feeling-judgment might not just as well be entirely
different.    In fact, in a very short time it actually is
different.   Only a very slight alteration in the situation is
needed to provoke forthwith an entirely contrary estima-
tion of the  selfsame object    The   result   of such an
.experience is that the observer is unable to take either
judgment at all seriously.   He begins to reserve his own
opinion.   But since, with this type, it is a matter of the
greatest moment to establish an intensive feeling rapport
with his environment, redoubled efforts are now required

